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French 8
#1 French Fashion Designer



ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE
In the French Fashione Designer assignment I need to choose a few 
French fashion designers and to introduce them. When I was doing 
this assignment, I didn't know much about French fashion designers, 
but I was curious to learn related knowledge. When I have almost 
finished the assignment, I showed it to some of my classmates and 
asked them how they felt after reading it. They also gave me more 
inspiration. Then I used Creative Thinking, I searched for some 
information on the Internet for reference. When I got to know it, I 
thought design costume was very interesting and I am glad I learned 
this kind of knowledge. On PPT, I also tried a format that I have not 
used before. I think I have exerted a lot of my creativity in this 
assignment because I boldly tried a lot of things that I haven't 
learned before. Later, when presenting, I boldly added more of my 
own ideas and some improvised explanations. Although I think I did 
a good job in this work, I still think many things can be improved and 
get better. For example, searching for more relevant knowledge to 
fill in the PPT, will make the PPT look more full.

LINK
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/127-
gjia_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B8044DA39-AF5C-4A81-
B035-
3F65485BF7EF%7D&file=French%20Designer.pptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=tr
ue&cid=d199c151-7bdb-4a7f-ae77-126bbf15f089



Grade 8 Remote class
#2 Change of time



Assignment
RESPONSE

In this assignment, I need to choose a museum 
and choose an artfact or other things from the 
museum. I chose clocks and I talk about the clocks 
from the acient to nowaday. I used critical 
thinking to decide to write about the changes of 
the clock from ancient times to the present. This 
forms a contrast, which is very primitive in 
ancient times. The things they use, where they 
live, and what they eat are simple, and their daily 
necessities are not complete. When doing this 
assignment, I looked for a lot of information on 
the Internet to help me learn about ancient life. I 
know more modern clocks and watches because I 
have seen and used many of them. I also added 
some of my own understanding and that mix with 
the information I search express more things I 
want to explain.

LINK
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/127-
gjia_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7BFAF53A
5C-02B3-4FFF-AD6E-
C45948E1D10F%7D&file=change%20of%20time.pptx&action=e
dit&mobileredirect=true&cid=6f3f100b-b4d6-43f8-badd-
f18b57ecb497



Grade 8 Remote class

#3 George Washington



Assignment
Response

In this assignment, I need to choose a person I want to 
know about. I selected the content using Social 
Responsibility. Before doing this assignment, I didn't know 
much about George Washington. I searched a lot of 
information and connected all the information together 
which gave me a lot of inspiration. It is precisely because I 
don't know much him so I have to search a lot of 
information. And I also learned a lot of knowledge. I know 
that George Washington has done a lot for America. I also 
learned a lot from him! He is a good role model!

Link
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/127-
gjia_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B5500E52F-
A010-412C-A5BF-
570F19B0F452%7D&file=George%20Washington%20presentation.p
ptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=true&cid=316efc04-5a75-4c70-
b1eb-9f342724c6d4


